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Context

In 2001, State President Thabo Mbeki announced an initiative to address underdevelopment in the most 
severely impoverished rural and urban areas (“poverty nodes”) in South Africa, and house around ten 
million people.

In 2001, State President Thabo Mbeki announced an initiative to address underdevelopment in the most 
severely impoverished rural and urban areas (“poverty nodes”) in South Africa, and house around ten 
million people.

The Urban Renewal 
Programme (urp) and the 
Integrated Sustainable Rural 
Development Programme 
(isrdp) were created in 2001 to 
address development in these 
areas. These initiatives are 
housed in the Department of 
Provincial and Local 
Government (dplg).
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Alexandra poverty node

z Research process

z Overview

z Themes

– Residential life

– Commercial activity

– City linkages

z Summary

z Appendix

z Activities

z Documents

z People
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Summary of what we have done

ActivitiesActivitiesActivities DocumentsDocumentsDocuments PeoplePeoplePeople

z Desk research
z Several node visits 

throughout the three-
week period 

z Interviews
z Local businessperson 

surveys

z City of Johannesburg 
Integrated 
Development Plan 
(IDP) Review (2005/06)

z Alexandra Benchmark 
Survey (2005)

z Greater Alexandra 
Business Audit (2002)

z Alexandra Retail 
Survey (2002) 

z Various Alexandra 
Renewal Programme 
Documents

z Meetings with:
– Provincial and local 

government 
employees

– People in private 
sector / business 

– Local people from 
the community
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z Summary

z Appendix
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z Key data points
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Overview

SnapshotSnapshot

Area summaryArea summary

Key challengesKey challenges

GeographyGeography

Spatial developmentSpatial development

DemographyDemography

Income and employmentIncome and employment

HealthHealth

Development scorecardDevelopment scorecard

GovernanceGovernance

ProjectsProjects

EducationEducation

IntroductionIntroductionIntroduction Key data pointsKey data pointsKey data points Current actionCurrent Current aactionction

Introduces the node; 
summarises key issues

Lists pertinent facts 
and figures

Describes current 
interventions
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Snapshot

Historical overviewHistorical Historical ooverviewverview

� Alexandra has been in existence for 90 years; in 1912, prior to the 1913 Land Act, it was proclaimed a “native 
township” and was therefore one of the few areas in South Africa where black people could own land under 
freehold title in urban areas

� In 1948, the administration of Alexandra fell under the control of the then Department of Native Affairs; its plans 
for the area were to reduce the population, control movement into the area and expropriate freehold property 

� The apartheid government tried to restructure the township several times over the next 50 years; failed attempts 
included rebuilding it into a “Hostel City” and later a “Garden City”

� The township was a place of political unrest throughout the apartheid era where numerous riots and violent 
uprisings occurred 

� The 1990s saw widespread peace initiatives, and Alexandra has since been the focus of many development 
projects and regeneration initiatives

� Alexandra has been in existence for 90 years; in 1912, prior to the 1913 Land Act, it was proclaimed a “native 
township” and was therefore one of the few areas in South Africa where black people could own land under 
freehold title in urban areas

� In 1948, the administration of Alexandra fell under the control of the then Department of Native Affairs; its plans 
for the area were to reduce the population, control movement into the area and expropriate freehold property 

� The apartheid government tried to restructure the township several times over the next 50 years; failed attempts 
included rebuilding it into a “Hostel City” and later a “Garden City”

� The township was a place of political unrest throughout the apartheid era where numerous riots and violent 
uprisings occurred 

� The 1990s saw widespread peace initiatives, and Alexandra has since been the focus of many development 
projects and regeneration initiatives

Source:  Stats SA Census 2001; Alex Benchmark Survey, 2005, ARP; Alexandra Renewal Plan website

AlexandraAlexandraAlexandra

Key information

Est. population 
328,579 (ARP, 2005)

166,968 (Census, 2001)

Area 7.6 km2

Population density: 2005 43,234 Inhabitants / km2

Estimated GDP: 2004 R1.78bn

Province Gauteng

Main town / city Johannesburg / Sandton
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z Alexandra (also known as “Alex”) is located in 
the north-eastern suburbs of Johannesburg on 
the banks of the Jukskei river. Situated on 
prime land within one of the key growth areas of 
Johannesburg, it is adjacent to Sandton, the 
financial capital of Southern Africa, and is 
bordered by key roads and highways

z Alex attracts large numbers of people wanting 
to reside there, as its central location ensures 
access to jobs and it is well-linked to the 
Johannesburg metro

z As a result, the greater Alexandra area has a 
population of over 300,000 people who live in 
an area of around 7km2

z It is therefore extremely overcrowded and urban 
renewal remains a challenging task

z However, its small size ensures high residential 
density which is one of the reasons why 
Alexandra contains such a vibrant commercial 
sector 

Introduction
Area summary

View of Alexandra with the Sandton CBD on the horizon
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Some observations about Alexandra

“The housing situation in Alexandra has a complicated history. It’s what we’d call a mess”
– Head of the Alexandra Renewal Programme 

“There is a serious overcrowding problem. People are expanding into school yards, factories and 
warehouses. Alex is full!”

– Head of the Alexandra Renewal Programme 

“Business in Alexandra depends on learning from the entrepreneurs who have been doing things 
the same way for the last decade”

– Retail expert / consultant 

“The reason Alexandra does not look like other suburbs near the economic core is that tenure 
rights are an insoluble mess”

– Consultant 

“Alex is like a village. People love the local, vibrant feel. It is important that we don’t change this”
– Local Economic Development  (LED) Manager for the ARP 
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Summary of key development challenges

Source:  Interviews; Alex Benchmark Survey, 2005, ARP

� Even though there is a significant police presence in Alexandra, people still state that safety and 
security issues need to be addressed; only 20% of adults said that they feel safe in AlexCrimeCrimeCrime

� The HIV pandemic is taking its toll on the population, with serious economic and social 
consequences 

HIV / AIDS and 
health care

HIV / AIDS and HIV / AIDS and 
hhealthealth carecare

� Access to public transport and recreational facilities are limited, although the municipality has 
allocated resources to address these backlogs

Lack of access to 
public services

Lack of Lack of aaccessccess to to 
ppublic ublic sserviceservices

� Alexandra has one of the highest population densities in the country; this places strain on social 
services and health conditions, and results in high levels of social stress and crime

Overcrowding and 
high density

Overcrowding and Overcrowding and 
hhigh igh ddensityensity

� Banks have low-risk profiles and SMMEs face challenges in accessing financing; this inability to 
obtain loans is a major constraint for emerging and expanding businesses in the nodeAccess to financingAccess to Access to ffinancinginancing

UnemploymentUnemploymentUnemployment

� Over half of the nodal population is unemployed and people rely heavily on social welfare grants
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Local business portrait – Khambule’s Corner

Khambule’s Corner, owned by Oli Hlongwani, has been operating as a fully 
licensed restaurant in Alexandra for five years. The restaurant is situated on 
20th Avenue in Old Alexandra and can accommodate up to 100 people. The 
establishment specialises in African food, particularly stews and traditional 
African dishes such as Mogodu (tripe). It is one of only five high quality, 
established restaurants in the township. It contains an inside seating area, 
an outside braai / barbeque area and a number of big-screen televisions on 
which sport is frequently watched.

The restaurant’s trading hours are from 7am to 8.30 pm. It also contains a 
small convenience store at the back which sells drinks and snacks during 
the day in order to supplement the business’s income.

Revenue shows a cyclical pattern each month; the restaurant is full and 
extremely profitable at the beginning of each month after people have been 
paid. However, it is quiet towards the end of the month when the community 
has little or no money to spend on entertainment.

Khambule’s Corner employs 8 permanent staff, including waiters, cooks and 
a manager. The customers are mostly members of the Alexandra 
community and many of the patrons are “regulars” who visit the 
establishment on a daily basis. The business seems to be growing and the 
owner plans on expanding by increasing the size of the premises. He also 
plans on making improvements to the current establishment and hiring more 
people. 

Khambule’s Corner, owned by Oli Hlongwani, has been operating as a fully 
licensed restaurant in Alexandra for five years. The restaurant is situated on 
20th Avenue in Old Alexandra and can accommodate up to 100 people. The 
establishment specialises in African food, particularly stews and traditional 
African dishes such as Mogodu (tripe). It is one of only five high quality, 
established restaurants in the township. It contains an inside seating area, 
an outside braai / barbeque area and a number of big-screen televisions on 
which sport is frequently watched.

The restaurant’s trading hours are from 7am to 8.30 pm. It also contains a 
small convenience store at the back which sells drinks and snacks during 
the day in order to supplement the business’s income.

Revenue shows a cyclical pattern each month; the restaurant is full and 
extremely profitable at the beginning of each month after people have been 
paid. However, it is quiet towards the end of the month when the community 
has little or no money to spend on entertainment.

Khambule’s Corner employs 8 permanent staff, including waiters, cooks and 
a manager. The customers are mostly members of the Alexandra 
community and many of the patrons are “regulars” who visit the 
establishment on a daily basis. The business seems to be growing and the 
owner plans on expanding by increasing the size of the premises. He also 
plans on making improvements to the current establishment and hiring more 
people. 

Inside Khambule’s Corner

Source:  Monitor interviews
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Overview

SnapshotSnapshot

Area summaryArea summary

Key challengesKey challenges

GeographyGeography

Spatial developmentSpatial development

DemographyDemography

Income and employmentIncome and employment

HealthHealth

Development scorecardDevelopment scorecard

GovernanceGovernance

ProjectsProjects

EducationEducation

IntroductionIntroductionIntroduction Key data pointsKey data pointsKey data points Current actionCurrent actionCurrent action

Introduces the node; 
summarises key issues

Lists pertinent facts 
and figures

Describes current 
interventions
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Geographical featuresGeographical featuresGeographical features

Sub-areas

� Alexandra includes the areas of Old Alex, Marlboro, 
Setswela, East Bank, Far East Bank, Tsutsumani and 
River Park

Transportation

� The greater Alexandra area is adjacent to key main roads 
and to the primary highway linking Johannesburg and 
Pretoria

� It is bordered by the N3 in the east, Marlboro Drive in the 
north, the M1 in the west and Corlett / 9th Road in the 
south 

� Few people own vehicles within Alexandra; most of the 
population make use of taxis as their primary means of 
transport 

Terrain and natural resources

� Alexandra is an urban township that is characterised by a 
high population density

� The Jukskei river runs through the area separating the 
node into eastern and western regions

� Houses are built in Jukskei’s tributaries, creating flood risk 
in summer

Sub-areas

� Alexandra includes the areas of Old Alex, Marlboro, 
Setswela, East Bank, Far East Bank, Tsutsumani and 
River Park

Transportation

� The greater Alexandra area is adjacent to key main roads 
and to the primary highway linking Johannesburg and 
Pretoria

� It is bordered by the N3 in the east, Marlboro Drive in the 
north, the M1 in the west and Corlett / 9th Road in the 
south 

� Few people own vehicles within Alexandra; most of the 
population make use of taxis as their primary means of 
transport 

Terrain and natural resources

� Alexandra is an urban township that is characterised by a 
high population density

� The Jukskei river runs through the area separating the 
node into eastern and western regions

� Houses are built in Jukskei’s tributaries, creating flood risk 
in summer

Alexandra is situated within the principal growth corridor of Johannesburg and is close to key 
arterial roads that link it to the city

Source:  Alex Benchmark Survey, 2005, ARP

Key data points
Geography

LocationLocationLocation
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59%

14%

29%

1%

58%

43%

30% 28%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

Electricity Piped Water Waste
Removal

Telephone

Alexandra

South Africa

Note:  1For electricity, basic access is defined as having electricity as the home’s source of lighting.  For piped water, it is defined as having running water  
within 200m of the home.  For telephone, it is defined as having a landline or cellular phone at the home’s disposal

Source:  Stats SA Census 2001; Alex Benchmark Survey, 2005, ARP, Monitor interviews
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Households Without Basic Access to 
Services: 20011

Alexandra has an extremely high population density; despite serious overcrowding, most 
people have access to basic services

Key data points 
Spatial development

Key indicators: 2001Key Key iindicatorsndicators: 2001: 2001

� Population density: 43,234 persons / km2

� Rural / Urban Split: Rural 0%, Urban 100%

� Dwellings: Formal 69%,  Informal 31%

� Population density: 43,234 persons / km2

� Rural / Urban Split: Rural 0%, Urban 100%

� Dwellings: Formal 69%,  Informal 31%

ObservationsObservationsObservations

� Alexandra is very overcrowded and many 
people are squatting or living in illegal 
settlements

� Most of the population live in formal houses, 
shacks, hostel complexes or flats

� There are approximately 30 new housing 
developments currently under construction

� Alexandra is very overcrowded and many 
people are squatting or living in illegal 
settlements

� Most of the population live in formal houses, 
shacks, hostel complexes or flats

� There are approximately 30 new housing 
developments currently under construction

% of Households

13%

2%

6%

5%

31%

44%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Type of Housing: 2001

Traditional Housing

Separate House

Flat in Block of Flats 

Other

Informal Dwelling / Shack

House / Flat / Room in 
Backyard
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Note: 1These are 2005 Alexandra Benchmark Survey figures which are more up to date than the Stats SA Census population figures  
Source:  Stats SA Census 2001; Alex Benchmark Survey, 2005, ARP; Monitor analysis

Alexandra’s population is youthful, with nearly 60% of people under the age of 30; Zulu and
Sepedi are the languages most commonly spoken
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Household Size:  2001
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Age Distribution:  2001
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Key data points 
Demography
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Income and employment

Almost 60% of the population is unemployed or not economically active, and over 60% of 
households earn less than the subsistence level of R19,200 per annum
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Other observationsOther observationsOther observations

� An estimated 40% of the population are currently at 
crèche, school, university or undergoing skills training

� With the exception of university, most of the population is 
educated in Alexandra itself

� 91% of people are able to read or write

� The Alexandra Renewal Project (ARP) plans to dedensify
the existing twelve primary schools in Alexandra to ensure 
that each school caters for approximately 700 pupils 

� An estimated 40% of the population are currently at 
crèche, school, university or undergoing skills training

� With the exception of university, most of the population is 
educated in Alexandra itself

� 91% of people are able to read or write

� The Alexandra Renewal Project (ARP) plans to dedensify
the existing twelve primary schools in Alexandra to ensure 
that each school caters for approximately 700 pupils 
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Note:  1 A negligible “other” category has been excluded from the graph, the national average for this category was less than 0.2%
Source:  Stats SA Census 2001; Alex Benchmark Survey, 2005, ARP
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Education remains a challenge for Alexandra; only 4% of the population have a tertiary 
qualification, and a large proportion of the population do not attend school

Key data points
Education
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Why 6-18-Year-Olds Are Not Attending School: 2005
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Health

Note: Statistics for City of Johannesburg were used; 1HIV prevalence among antenatal patients (pregnant women)
Source: Health Systems Trust Reports: The District Health Barometer, 2005, and Health and Related Indicators, 2005; Alex Benchmark Survey, 2005, ARP
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Daily Number of Patients Per Nurse: 2001 Other observationsOther observationsOther observations
� Only one-third of people have visited a private 

doctor in the past six months, and less than 10% 
of the population have medical aid / insurance 

� One of the aims of the Alexandra Renewal 
Project is to reduce the rate of spread as well as 
the impact of HIV/AIDS

� Only one-third of people have visited a private 
doctor in the past six months, and less than 10% 
of the population have medical aid / insurance 

� One of the aims of the Alexandra Renewal 
Project is to reduce the rate of spread as well as 
the impact of HIV/AIDS

Per capita health expenditure in Alexandra is higher than the nodal average, although 
almost one-third of the population is HIV positive
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Development scorecard

Alexandra Urban node 
average

All node 
average

National 
average

Difference vs. 
national 
average

Rank out of 
urban nodes 

(With 1= Best)

Poverty Incidence 
(% of Households 
Below HSL)1

64.2% 67.1% 81.0% 65.3% 1.1% 2

Employment Rate 43.0% 33.2% 19.3% 33.7% 9.3% 1

Households 
Without Basic 
Access to Water2

14.4% 18.1% 55.1% 27.9% 13.5% 4

Households 
Without Access to 
Electricity3

29.3% 26.5% 50.3% 30.3% 1.0% 4

% of Adults With 
Low / No 
Education4

30.0% 32.2% 54.1% 40.3% 10.3% 3

Alexandra development scorecard

Note: 1 HSL = Household Subsistence Level and is equal to R19,200 per annum (R1,600 per month); 2Defined as not having piped water within a distance 
of 200m of dwelling (government policy on minimum basic human need); 3 Based on households that do not use electricity as a source for lighting;                     
4All adults aged 20+ with no schooling at secondary level or above (Stats SA indicator of educational deprivation)

Source:  Stats SA Census 2001 

Better Than National Average Worse Than National Average

Alexandra ranks higher than the national average across all the key development indicators
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% of Households Living Below 
Household Subsistence Level:

Alexandra: 64.2%

South Africa: 65.3%

% of Households Living Below 
Household Subsistence Level:

Alexandra: 64.2%

South Africa: 65.3%

Key data points
Income

The majority of households in Alexandra live below the household subsistence level (HSL); 
nodal income levels are well below the provincial and the national averages

Average Household Income in Alexandra, 
Gauteng and South Africa: 2004 

Monthly 
household 
incomes in 

Alexandra are 
well below the 
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as the national 
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Employment status
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Low income is a result of low employment levels; over half of the population is either 
unemployed or not economically active, and job growth has been limited over the past decade 
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AlexandraKey data points
Employment status (Continued)

Source:  Alex Benchmark Survey, 2005

Most of those who are employed are unskilled or manual labourers

Employment Status (Nodal Population): 2005
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AlexandraKey data points
Location of employment

Over one-third of the employed population works in Alexandra itself
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Formal employment by sector

Note:    1The categories “Mining and Quarrying” and “Electricity, Gas and Water Supply” were left out as they both amount to less than 1%; 2 This 
covers the public sector, i.e., civil servants, teachers, health care workers, police, etc.  

Source: Stats SA Census 2001
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Alexandra’s real GDP has shown positive growth over the past decade, though it has lagged 
significantly behind provincial economic growth
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= 3,000 jobs
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The sectors that have displayed the most growth over the period 1995 to 2004 are also large 
employers; the aim should be to keep growing GDP and employment in these sectors
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Overview

SnapshotSnapshot

Area summaryArea summary

Key challengesKey challenges

GeographyGeography

Spatial developmentSpatial development

DemographyDemography

Income and employmentIncome and employment

HealthHealth

Development scorecardDevelopment scorecard

GovernanceGovernance

ProjectsProjects

EducationEducation

IntroductionIntroductionIntroduction Key data pointsKey data pointsKey data points Current actionCurrent actionCurrent action

Introduces the node; 
summarises key issues

Lists pertinent facts 
and figures

Describes current 
interventions
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AlexandraGovernance 
Political structure of the Alexandra Renewal Project (ARP)

Organogram:  Project Management Structures, ARP

Source:  ARP Review Summit, 2004

Local 
Govt

Housing Dept / Urban 
Regeneration Agency ARP Management Structures Consultant / Professional Team

Note: The ARP is being restructured 
and this organogram will change

Note: The ARP is being restructured 
and this organogram will change
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The Alexandra Renewal Project allocates the highest share of its budget to housing

Governance 
Alexandra Renewal Project budget allocation

Alexandra Urban Renewal Project Budget Allocation: 2006/07
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Source:  Alexandra URP Expenditure Control Report, 2006/07
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Project Description Status Value

Redevelopment of Pan 
Africa (Putco land)

Redevelopment of Putco land and multi-nodal transport area, development of 
retail facilities

Project delayed due to late 
payment R16,349,823

Construction of 
Pedestrian Bridge Improved safety and pedestrian access across Jukskei river Completed R11,902,860

Construction of Bridge: 
Vasco da Gama Circular traffic route established Project on track, 20% work 

completed R13,449,319

Implementation: 
Electricity Master Plan

To assist and reduce "black outs" as well as to reduce / control /eliminate the 
"theft" of electrical supply. To improve the safety of the community by eliminating 
"illegal" and bad connections. To assist local contractors under the EPWP banner 
to participate in the project

To date 18,000 household 
connections R12,000,000

Far East Bank - Ext 9 
(K206) Delivery of 286 self-sustainable residential units Six tenders received and 

adjudicated R13,050,000

Erven 3359 & 3360,
Far East Bank (151 Flats)

Delivery of a sustainable affordable rental accommodation establishment that is 
adaptable to individual circumstances. To provide a living environment that is 
safe and secure that will be handed over to JOSHCO to manage

Earthwork 50% complete. 
Three tenders received and 

adjudicated 
R30,958,219

Nokuthula Special School: 
Infrastructure Phase 1

Resource centre to assist learners with challenges to learning (physical and  
intellectual) to prepare them to access mainstream schooling as well as prepare 
them for the world of work

Relocation of households 
problematic due to lack of 
alternative accommodation

R14,976,358

School Cluster Six 
(Gordon Primary School) 

Rehabilitation 

Rehabilitation of Cluster Six and rebuild Gordon Primary School on the Old 
Skeen site, the extension of Alexandra High School to the current Gordon 
Primary School site and incorporation of shared sporting facilities

Tender adjudication 
completed. Contract 

appointed. Site hand-over in 
August 2006

R10,204,067

ALTREC Sports Facility: 
Upgrading & Extension Completed and functional sporting facility Project on track R14,264,467

Development projects

Note: The projects included on this list have a budget of over R10 million each
Source:  Alexandra Renewal Project website 
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Alexandra poverty node

z Research Process

z Overview

z Themes

– Residential Life

– Commercial Activity

– City Linkages

z Summary

z Appendix

Improving the quality of residential life

z Existing circumstances

z Priorities for the development
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Introduction

QuestionQuestionQuestion

Core issuesCore issuesCore issues

What would increase the willingness of individuals and developerWhat would increase the willingness of individuals and developers to invest in s to invest in 
housing in Alexandra?housing in Alexandra?

The following issues are likely to matter most:
z Location in relation to work
z Quality-of-life issues

– Quality of municipal services
– Education
– Safety and security
– Access to shopping and entertainment

z The return-on-investment in housing
– Supply and demand issues
– Enforceability of contractual rights

Is Alexandra a good place for developers and home-owners to invest?
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The challenge of urban renewal in Alexandra

The impossible equationThe impossible equationThe impossible equation

� Old Alex is 2.3km2, and is home to 
approximately 75,100 households

� Standard RDP houses are on 250m2 plots, 
implying that Old Alex has space for 9,200 
units, even without allowing space for 
roads, shops, schools, the Jukskei river’s 
flood plain and tributaries, etc

� In order to renew Alex by building RDP 
houses, approximately 90% of residents 
would have to move

� Greater Alex is 7.6km2, and is home to 
about 95,000 households

� The area could accommodate perhaps 
20,000 standard RDP units, requiring the 
removal of 70,000 households

� Even if low-cost housing densities were 
tripled, and even if no new migrants came 
to the area, Alex simply does not have the 
space to house all its existing residents in 
this way

� Old Alex is 2.3km2, and is home to 
approximately 75,100 households

� Standard RDP houses are on 250m2 plots, 
implying that Old Alex has space for 9,200 
units, even without allowing space for 
roads, shops, schools, the Jukskei river’s 
flood plain and tributaries, etc

� In order to renew Alex by building RDP 
houses, approximately 90% of residents 
would have to move

� Greater Alex is 7.6km2, and is home to 
about 95,000 households

� The area could accommodate perhaps 
20,000 standard RDP units, requiring the 
removal of 70,000 households

� Even if low-cost housing densities were 
tripled, and even if no new migrants came 
to the area, Alex simply does not have the 
space to house all its existing residents in 
this way

Old Alex

Urban renewal in Alexandra has to grapple with the fact that the area is too small for the 
construction of a traditional township or one designed around standard RDP housing
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AlexandraPeople live in Alex because of the opportunities it provides 
for getting ahead

Alex is the best located of all South Africa’s townships, resulting in access to jobs and income, 
while its density ensures that self-employment in Alex is more viable than in other townships

Small size ensures 
high residential 

density

Small size ensures 
high residential 

density

Prime location 
ensures access to 

jobs

Prime location 
ensures access to 

jobs

High density
combined with income 
opportunities creates 

business viability

High density
combined with income 
opportunities creates 

business viability

Location ensures
large numbers of 

people want to live in 
Alex

Location ensures
large numbers of 

people want to live in 
Alex

Note: Johannesburg International Airport changed its name to OR Tambo International in Oct 2006
Source:  Alexandra Physical Development Framework, 2002
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AlexandraHousing in Alex is dominated by small backyard rooms, constructed from 
brick or tin

Source:  Alexandra Housing Strategy, 2002; Census 2001; Gardner, The Role of Informal Rental Housing in SA, 2004; Photo copyright, ARP
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One survey of Old Alex suggests that each plot is home, on average, to 19 households, while 
others suggest that the average is between seven and ten households per plot

Although Alexandra is dense, its density takes the 
wrong form. High- or medium-rise, high-density 
housing creates more manageable space than 

low-rise, high-density housing

Occupancy structure and density of plots

� Backyard units per plot: 7.3

� Households per plot: 7.4

� No of people per plot: 22.6 (13.4 adults and 9.9 children)

� Ratio of people in backyard units to people in main house: 
3.8
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AlexandraIn an ideal world, because of its central location, Alex 
would evolve into a functional medium- to high-rise neighbourhood

Alexandra

Fordsburg

Yeoville

Other medium- to high-density neighbourhoods around Johannesburg’s economic hubs have 
a quite different form to that of Alexandra

Doornfontein
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Many of Alex’s residents do not intend to live in Alexandra forever
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Large numbers of Alexandra residents appear to be “tenuous migrants” with roots in, and 
commitments to, other parts of the country

Since a large proportion of people 
living in Alexandra do not regard it as 
their home, they are unwilling to use 
their housing subsidies in the area, 

making housing delivery less 
affordable
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Source:  Alexandra Benchmark Survey, 2005
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Alexandra should offer rental accommodation to large numbers of residents

Given its location and the fact that many residents regard themselves as 
temporary or “migrant”, Alexandra should be an area in which large numbers of 

people are able to rent affordable accommodation
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Why has Alexandra not developed its potential?

The fundamental question is: What prevents Alexandra from becoming a 
functional, high-density, medium- and high-rise suburb?

The fundamental answer is: tenure
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Do people own or rent their homes?

There are contradictory indications of the proportion of people who own their homes, with 
only residents of new developments and a handful of people in “Old Alex” enjoying full title
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Census 2001 suggests 22,000 households own their
home, nearly 15,000 households rent accommodation, 
and 19,000 neither own nor rent the houses they live in

The Alexandra Benchmark Survey suggests that 
50,000 households own their homes, 21,000 rent and 

22,000 neither own nor rent the homes they live in

These results are incompatible and are generally discounted as they are also 
incompatible with the number of plots defined in the township plan

Source:  Census 2001, Alexandra Benchmark Survey, 2005
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The tenure mess in “Old Alex”

Only a fraction of residents of “Old Alex” own their homes in the formal, legal sense. The 
occupation and possession of homes is generally not premised on legal, enforceable title

z Survey results overstate ownership levels because 
tenure is uncertain (and contested by multiple 
claimants) for these reasons:

– Town planning has been neglected and erf
boundaries are uncertain 

– Tenure has been allocated and re-allocated 
arbitrarily

– Record-keeping at the deeds registry has been 
poor

– Informal land transactions have not been
recognised

– Some areas (such as the super-blocks around 
the M1 hostel) were forcibly overrun during the 
violence of the early 1990s

z As a result, people in occupation of a house / room 
may claim ownership which is de facto true, but is 
not secured by formal title
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Many residents neither own the houses they live in nor pay rent

Not only are the numbers of people who do not own their homes understated, fewer than 
half say they pay rent

Particularly in Old Alex, many of those who acknowledge they do not own their 
homes, also pay no rent 
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Note:  1”Non-landlord” relates to a situation in which people live in homes they do not own, but nevertheless pay no rent
Source:  ARP, Source:  Alexandra Benchmark Survey, 2005; Gardner, The Role of Informal Rental Housing in South Africa, 2004
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No ownership and no rent is unique to Alexandra 

Small-scale landlords operate in most townships in South Africa, but, unlike in Alexandra, 
few report difficulties being paid by tenants

Note: Inner city landlords include landlords who sublet their own flats (or rooms in them), those who own a number of units, those who own buildings, and 
those who use managing agents. Township landlords include those who rent rooms in their homes, rent out their homes, or who have allowed tenants to 
build structures on their plots
Source: Shisaka Development Management Services & CSIR, Small-scale Landlords: Research Findings and Recommendations, 2006

Compared with their inner-city peers, small-scale landlords:
z Charge lower rents
z Are less likely to require deposits
z Are more likely to be paid in cash
z Are less likely to experience defaulting (although rescheduling of rentals is common)
z Are less likely to have evicted a tenant

Operating Procedures for Small-scale Landlords, Inner City vs Township

 Rents charged Deposit required Paid in cash Experience of 
default 

Have ever 
evicted a tenant 

Inner city R900 to R1,800 
pm 

29% to 100% 33% to 78% 23% to 100% 13% to 100% 

Township R100 to R225 0% to 30% 91% to 100% None 0% to 23% 

 

In general, the rental market works better in other townships and in the inner cities than it does 
in Alexandra, largely as a result of Alexandra’s unique history and character
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…… into thisinto this ……

How can “Old Alex” develop into a suburb of medium-income tenants?

The construction of medium- to high-rise buildings would require the buying up of land in 
Alex, something that is impossible under current tenure arrangements

CConvertonvertinging thisthis ……

…… would require:would require:

z The consolidation of land ownership over a wide area
z The razing of existing structures
z The formulation of a new town plan
z The construction of public and private infrastructure

This should be the long-term future of the area, but it cannot be accomplished 
without relocations and, therefore, enormous cost and political will
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Relocations have been attempted before

Some 20,000 households were slated for removal from the area; 8,500 units were built in
Bramfisherville and Diepsloot, and a tenure-regularisation programme was initiated to 
facilitate further de-densification and upgrading. The programme entailed the following:

Improving the 
physical and social 

environment, by:

Improving the 
physical and social 

environment, by:

Upgrading the public 
environment

Upgrading the public 
environment Upgrading housingUpgrading housing

However, both require 
relocations to reduce 

densities

However, both require 
relocations to reduce 

densities

� Investing in public 
infrastructure
– Schools, police stations 

roads

� Creating public infrastructure
– Commercial hubs
– Activity routes

� Urban greening

� Achieving tenure
regularisation and ownership
formalisation

� In situ upgrades of informal 
areas

� Subsidies to upgrade old 
stock

� Upgrading of rental stock

Source: ARP, Overall Physical Development Strategy, 2001
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The relocation strategy was shelved

… but challenges undermined the programme…… but but challenges undermined the programmechallenges undermined the programme

z Tender regularisation proved enormously difficult, 
undermining the potential to upgrade existing 
housing and existing rental stock

z Relocations were controversial and, without 
enormous political leadership, unsustainable

z Many of those who were relocated returned to 
Alexandra because the new areas were 
unattractive

z Even essential relocations – such as clearing the 
banks of the Jukskei river – create tension 
because new arrivals to Alex who lived in these 
areas obtained houses before residents who had 
been in the area longer

z Tender regularisation proved enormously difficult, 
undermining the potential to upgrade existing 
housing and existing rental stock

z Relocations were controversial and, without 
enormous political leadership, unsustainable

z Many of those who were relocated returned to 
Alexandra because the new areas were 
unattractive

z Even essential relocations – such as clearing the 
banks of the Jukskei river – create tension 
because new arrivals to Alex who lived in these 
areas obtained houses before residents who had 
been in the area longer

The strategy produced some gains …The strategy produced some gainsThe strategy produced some gains ……

z Clearance of the banks of the Jukskei river and 
the creation of the Alex Park

z Some units were delivered in East Bank
z Building of a new police station
z Purchase of Pan Africa land from Putco

z Clearance of the banks of the Jukskei river and 
the creation of the Alex Park

z Some units were delivered in East Bank
z Building of a new police station
z Purchase of Pan Africa land from Putco

Conflicts generated by the initial implementation of the first ARP strategy brought renewal to a 
standstill and have resulted in a change in direction

The challenges that arose result from the nature of Alexandra, and any renewal strategy 
must either be conceived within these constraints or must address them satisfactorily;  

the present approach permits relocations only to newly built houses in Alex; new 
conflicts arise because newer residents appear to have jumped the housing queue
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Planned housing delivery for AlexPlanned housing delivery for AlexPlanned housing delivery for Alex

New houses are being built, but majority are delivered outside “Old Alex”

Note:  
Source:  ARP Housing Strategy, 2002; ARP website; Photo copyright, ARP
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z Since 2002, 9,970 ownership units and 
350 rental units have been built, the bulk of 
these outside Greater Alex following 
relocations of households living along the 
banks of the Jukskei river

z Currently 1,940 ownership units and 865 
rental units are under construction

z 2,860 ownership units and 4,818 rental 
units are in advanced planning stages

z 5,000 ownership units and 7,000 rental 
units are in preliminary planning phases

Difficulties in regularising tenure has meant that renewal in “Old Alex” has largely been 
confined to areas of public land where ownership has been straightforward

Almost all new units are outside of Old Alex, where the vast majority of people 
continue to live in areas densely packed with backyard shacks and rooms built on 

larger plots
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The ARP’s latest housing developments will deliver much higher densities

Development outside “Old Alex” should be tailored to maximise densities, maintain formal 
tenure, and encourage the development of rental offerings

… will increase residential densities dramatically

� Standard RDP housing achieves densities of 40 
units per hectare

� However, double-storey clusters designed for the 
ARP achieve 75 units per hectare
– Construction costs are higher, but a 40% saving 

is achieved on building access roads

� With rental rooms, densities increase to 175 units 
per hectare

LowLow--cost cluster homescost cluster homes

Redesigning the delivery of low-cost housing as …

� Five double-storey units in a cluster for ten families

� Two income-generating rental rooms per double-
storey unit, with shared bathroom and kitchen

Creating rental spaces in RDP developments also provides income-earning 
opportunities to subsidy recipients without reducing the size of units

Source: ARP, Gearing Up for Delivery, 2005
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New models for delivering rental stock could create economic opportunity

Source:  ARP, Gearing Up for Delivery, 2005

New rental unitsNew rental unitsNew rental units

The model
z Two-storey units with five bedrooms and shared 

bathroom / kitchen facilities per floor
z This model provides affordable accommodation for 

those who prefer not to use their subsidies in Alex

Who should be landlord?
z Although built with public funds, the Alexandra 

Renewal Project (ARP) is exploring the possibility 
that instead of being owned and managed by the 
Johannesburg Social Housing Company, the units 
are sold off as franchises:
– Advantages

� Payment rates to public landlords are low

� This model creates economic opportunity
– Disadvantage

� Maintaining standards may be difficult

The model
z Two-storey units with five bedrooms and shared 

bathroom / kitchen facilities per floor
z This model provides affordable accommodation for 

those who prefer not to use their subsidies in Alex

Who should be landlord?
z Although built with public funds, the Alexandra 

Renewal Project (ARP) is exploring the possibility 
that instead of being owned and managed by the 
Johannesburg Social Housing Company, the units 
are sold off as franchises:
– Advantages

� Payment rates to public landlords are low

� This model creates economic opportunity
– Disadvantage

� Maintaining standards may be difficult
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constrained by land availability

The problems of uncertain tenure and ownership arise only in Old Alex

New developments are properly planned, laid out and registered, ensuring that 
land ownership is clear and certain, and in the medium- to long-term, it is 
possible that these areas will develop a completely different urban form, 

especially after the completion of Gautrain (which stops near the north east 
corner of Alex)
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Achieving urban renewal in “Old Alex”

In the absence of tenure regularisation, attention must be paid to removing those tenants in 
areas which are unsafe or which are required for other developmental priorities

Creating a functional 
suburb requires 

reclaiming areas that 
are occupied illegally, 

such as in these cases:

Creating a functional Creating a functional 
suburb requires suburb requires 

reclaiming areas that reclaiming areas that 
are occupied illegally, are occupied illegally, 

such as in these cases:such as in these cases:

� School grounds have been occupied by squatters

� Although many shacks in the most dangerous areas along the Jukskei
river have been moved, others remain

� Some road / bridge construction has been delayed because areas are 
occupied

� Home-owners in houses bordering the park on the Jukskei river have 
begun to encroach into the park by moving their outside walls 

Challenges that must be 
overcome in controlling 

development and the 
use of space:

Challenges that must be Challenges that must be 
overcome in controlling overcome in controlling 

development and the development and the 
use of space:use of space:

� Removals can be accomplished only if houses are available within Greater 
Alex for those who are removed, but this is not always the case

� Even when houses are available, conflict can arise because people in the 
areas that must be cleared are often newcomers and are perceived to be 
“jumping the housing queue”

Asserting and maintaining control over the development of public spaces must be 
a central priority for successful development in “Old Alex”
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Financial productsFinancial products Business support for landlordsBusiness support for landlords

Strengthening the rental market

Providing access to finance and business support services can raise the incomes of landlords 
and ensure that better quality stock is provided

� In other township settings, there is a strong 
correlation between the quality of the rental 
offering and achieved rents

� Therefore, access to security-based lending 
for building or improving rental stock can 
increase their incomes

� This is only possible, however, if tenure over 
the land is clear and lenders can enforce their 
rights against defaulters

� In the absence of secure tenure and 
enforceable property rights, ARP might 
consider directing public money at the 
construction / renovation of private rental 
units, both to increase rental stock and as a 
Local Economic Development (LED) strategy

� In other township settings, there is a strong 
correlation between the quality of the rental 
offering and achieved rents

� Therefore, access to security-based lending 
for building or improving rental stock can 
increase their incomes

� This is only possible, however, if tenure over 
the land is clear and lenders can enforce their 
rights against defaulters

� In the absence of secure tenure and 
enforceable property rights, ARP might 
consider directing public money at the 
construction / renovation of private rental 
units, both to increase rental stock and as a 
Local Economic Development (LED) strategy

� Small-scale landlords are often poor 
businesspeople, as evidenced by: 

– Their inability / failure to increase rents

– The informality of the landlord / tenant 
relationship

� Dedicated business support for small-scale 
landlords might help to improve incomes and 
ensure better product offerings

� Small-scale landlords are often poor 
businesspeople, as evidenced by: 

– Their inability / failure to increase rents

– The informality of the landlord / tenant 
relationship

� Dedicated business support for small-scale 
landlords might help to improve incomes and 
ensure better product offerings

The franchising of rental accommodation is potentially one of the most 
exciting ideas to emerge from the urban renewal programme

Following a franchising model 
for providing rental 

accommodation may be the 
best way to achieve this
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Other quality-of-life issues

Source:  SAPS website; Alexandra Benchmark Survey, 2005

Crime in Alex, Gauteng and RSA, 
CAGR: 2001/02-2005/06
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Investment in infrastructure and improving safety and security are raising the quality of life in 
Alexandra, but primary and secondary education are thought to be lagging

Crime, education and public servicesCrime, education and public services

� Crime

– According to police statistics, there was a 
dramatic decline in the murder rate in 
Alexandra between 2001 and 2005, where 
improvements far exceeded those 
experienced in the province or the country 
over the same period

– Crimes like robbery, rape and burglary 
have seen more mixed results

� Education

– Alexandra’s schools are generally seen as 
poor

� Public Services

– ARP-led infrastructure development has 
seen improvements in many public 
services

� Crime

– According to police statistics, there was a 
dramatic decline in the murder rate in 
Alexandra between 2001 and 2005, where 
improvements far exceeded those 
experienced in the province or the country 
over the same period

– Crimes like robbery, rape and burglary 
have seen more mixed results

� Education

– Alexandra’s schools are generally seen as 
poor

� Public Services

– ARP-led infrastructure development has 
seen improvements in many public 
services
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The efforts of the ARP are impressive

On many fronts, the quality of life in Alexandra appears to be improving

Other quality of life issues

Source:  SAPS website; Alexandra benchmark Survey

Crime in Alex, Gauteng and RSA, CAGR: 
2001/2 – 2005/6
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Investment in infrastructure and improving safety and security are raising the quality of life in 
Alexandra, but primary and secondary education are thought to be lagging

Crime, education and public servicesCrime, education and public services

� Crime

– According to police statistics, there has 
been a dramatic improvement in the 
murder rate in Alexandra between 2001 
and 2005, where improvements have far 
exceeded those of the province or the 
country

– Crimes like robbery, rape and burglary 
have seen more mixed results

� Education

– By reputation, Alexandra’s schools are 
poor

� Public services

– ARP-led infrastructure development has 
seen improvements in many public 
services
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country
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� Education

– By reputation, Alexandra’s schools are 
poor

� Public services

– ARP-led infrastructure development has 
seen improvements in many public 
services
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The ARP is achieving good results in the renewal of Alexandra
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–

+ 

Evaluation sheet: Residential life theme
Is Alexandra a good place for developers and homeowners to invest in?

AttractivenessCommentCriterion

+

o

o

Good

High, but improving

Apparently improving, but off a very low base

Improving, but much still needs to be done in 
Old Alex; the East Bank is well serviced

Access to shopping and 
entertainment

Crime levels

Education

Quality of municipal 
infrastructure / services

The quality of 
life in 
Alexandra

There is no township in the country better 
located than Alexandra

Proximity to workLocation in 
relation to 
work

o A mess in Old Alex, but sound in East BankProperty rights 

+The lack of space inhibits supply, while demand 
is very strong

Supply and demand
Return on 
investment
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Alexandra poverty node

z Research Process

z Overview

z Themes

– Residential Life

– Commercial Activity

– City Linkages

z Summary

z Appendix

Stimulating commercial activity

z Existing commercial activities

z Future developments
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Introduction

QuestionQuestionQuestion

Core issuesCore issuesCore issues

What would make business in Alexandra more viable and, thereforeWhat would make business in Alexandra more viable and, therefore, encourage , encourage 
investment into the sector?investment into the sector?

The following issues are likely to matter most:
z The spatial concentration of spending

– Density levels
– Accessibility

z The existence of commercial infrastructure 
– Zoned land well integrated into the area
– Available space of appropriate quality

z General environment
– Levels of crime
– The quality of governance

z Business opportunities
– The extent of competition
– The income of the community
– Gaps in the market and attractiveness of area to national brands

Is Alexandra a good place for businesspeople to invest in?
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Map of economic activity in the Alexandra poverty node

Alexandra & East Bank

	 The most
frequented retail 
node in the area

	 Residents buy 
groceries, clothes, 
furniture and 
other goods from 
hawkers as well 
as more formal 
stalls that operate 
in the precinct

	 Provides over 
3,000 job 
opportunities

	 Grocers 

	 General dealers

	 Butcheries 

	 Bottle stores

	 Spaza shops 

	 Roadside informal 
traders

	 Roadside food 
stalls

	 Taverns

	 Shebeens

	 Doctors, dentists, 
healers and 
pharmacists

	 Microlenders

	 Taxis

	 Crèches

	 Hair and beauty

	 Car repair and car 
washes

	 Phone shops
Legend

Economic activity in Alexandra is diverse, both in terms of offerings as well as level of 
formality

Taxi Rank

Malls
Note: Both malls are currently under construction and are not yet complete
Source:  Greater Alexandra LED Business Audit, 2002

Pan 
Africa

Pan Africa

Alexandra & East 
Bank

Businesses found 
in Alexandra

	 Contain a high 
number of 
informal retail 
outlets, 
particularly spaza
shops and  
personal services
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Extract from Themes 

presentation

Source:  City of Johannesburg, 2005, Soweto Retail Strategy; Monitor analysis

High 
density

Increased 
potential 
turnover

Increased 
potential for

specialisation

Increased 
access to 

capital

Increased 
investment

Increased 
viability

Increased 
scale and / 
or margins
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Trading densities 
are lower outside 
malls than within 

them, and fall 
quickly in the 

informal sector

The greatest challenge faced in the urban nodes is one of 
insufficient density

In the urban nodes, improved business viability in the commercial sector depends 
on concentrating commercial activity

Increased 
customers 

/ footfall
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Unlike in other urban poverty nodes, density levels in Alexandra are high

z People shop in Alexandra mainly because 
they work in the area, the shops are 
conveniently located, and goods may be 
purchased on credit

z Most travel to the shopping area by taxi (65%) 
or by foot (23%)

z Most people shop in Alexandra daily (63%) or 
twice weekly (12%)

z Most shoppers live in the residential areas of 
Alexandra / Wynberg (73%)

z 39% of shoppers would like a new shopping 
centre in the Alexandra / Wynberg area

Alexandra shopper profile

Many people do their daily grocery shopping in Alexandra; people value the low prices paid 
for goods, the bargains available and the convenient location, which has helped to create a 
vibrant commercial sector

Source: Alex Benchmark Survey, 2005, ARP; Greater Alexandra LED Business Audit, 2002; Alexandra Retail Survey, 2002
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12.5%
13.4%

15.0% 14.7%

20.4%

15.1%

8.9%
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Note:  1Recalculated income graph assuming a total of 94,600 households
Source:  Alex Benchmark Survey, 2005, ARP 
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Poverty is the main obstacle to increased commercial activity
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The Informal SectorThe Informal Sector

Commercial activity is dominated by retailing, which is 
over-traded and informal
Economic activity in Alexandra is highly concentrated in the retail sector; most retailers 
operate on a relatively informal basis and sell similar goods

13.0%
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Source: Alexandra Retail Survey, 2002; Greater Alexandra LED Business Audit, 2002 


 Some 95% of businesses in Alexandra and East Bank are informal and have low turnover


 Many of the retailers are informal businesses or hawkers that sell groceries such as fruit, vegetables, bread and milk; 
Alexandra’s retail sector is dominated by informal stalls found throughout the area


 The sector also provides personal services including hairdressers, barbers, beauty salons and shoe repairs


 Major constraints faced by the sector include the inability to obtain financing and the cash flow difficulties that arise from 
customers buying goods on credit; additional issues include the lack of technical support and the lack of space


 Support that is required includes helping entrepreneurs to obtain business loans, upgrading services and infrastructure, 
using effective marketing to promote businesses and providing storage facilities and working equipment


 Some 95% of businesses in Alexandra and East Bank are informal and have low turnover


 Many of the retailers are informal businesses or hawkers that sell groceries such as fruit, vegetables, bread and milk; 
Alexandra’s retail sector is dominated by informal stalls found throughout the area


 The sector also provides personal services including hairdressers, barbers, beauty salons and shoe repairs


 Major constraints faced by the sector include the inability to obtain financing and the cash flow difficulties that arise from 
customers buying goods on credit; additional issues include the lack of technical support and the lack of space


 Support that is required includes helping entrepreneurs to obtain business loans, upgrading services and infrastructure, 
using effective marketing to promote businesses and providing storage facilities and working equipment

Note: This graph applies to businesses 
sampled in an area wider than 

Alexandra; the retail sector is likely to be 
even larger in Alexandra alone
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consequence of limited turnover and lack of longevity

Note: The graphs apply to businesses included in Alex & East Bank, Kew, Pan Africa, Bramley, Lombardy West, and Wynberg & Extensions; 1The category 
“n/a” has been left out 

Source:  Greater Alexandra LED Business Audit, 2002
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The high 
average length 
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operational 
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economy
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Formal businesses in Alex, on average, have been trading for longer and generate a higher 
turnover than informal businesses and have been in business longer
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Absence of suitable infrastructure hinders commercial development

Problems with Shopping Facilities in Alexandra: 2002
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Source: Alexandra Retail Survey, 2002; Photo copyright, ARP

There are insufficient toilets and facilities, shopping areas are overcrowded and crime is 
perceived as being problematic

It is common for  traders to run 
their businesses underneath
umbrellas on the roadside

Many hawkers can be 
found on the streets

Little infrastructure exists 
for shoppers or traders
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Spending leaks to competing shopping malls outside Alexandra

Shoppers are drawn to shopping areas outside Alexandra as the variety of goods and the 
quality of shopping facilities is better than those found in Alexandra itself
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Every year, as much as R1.6 billion of retail spend leaks out of Alexandra
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Assessment of shopping in Alexandra

Shopping in 
Alexandra

Shopping in 
other areas Comments

Variety of products on 
offer - +

Shopping centres outside Alex offer a greater product range, 
although most groceries and basic goods can be obtained 
easily in the township 

Quality of facilities - +
Facilities such as toilets and parking are lacking in Alex 
shopping areas; centres such as Pan Africa are described by 
shoppers as overcrowded, noisy and dirty

Opening hours 
suitable to shoppers 
requirements

+ -
Many spaza shops and informal stalls open before 7am and 
close late in the evenings, whereas large stalls and city malls 
usually keep office hours

Safety and security - +
Alexandra has higher rates of crime than elsewhere; 43% of 
businesses participating in the Alexandra Business Audit (2002) 
felt they were seriously affected by crime

Accessibility + -
Spaza shops and hawkers are located throughout residential 
Alexandra and are within walking distance of most households; 
the larger commercial shopping areas are central and are 
located near taxi ranks

Social acceptance + +
Alexandra residents like to support local business, however, 
shopping outside Alexandra is associated with social climbing 
and economic freedom

Convenience + -
Shopping at facilities in Alexandra is more convenient, as stores 
are close to residential properties; most of the informal sector
stores also allow customers to buy goods on credit

There is competition between local shopping facilities and commercial centres outside Alex

Source:  Monitor interviews; Greater Alexandra LED Business Audit, 2002
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AlexandraRecommendations for increasing viability focus on ensuring 
business longevity and formalisation rather than alleviating poverty

Constraint: Low Income

Constraint: Overtraded and Informal 
Commercial Sector

In the short and medium term, the poverty of 
Alexandra’s residents will be a key constraint in the 
business environment

Increasing the longevity of businesses should increase 
turnover and lead to greater formalisation

z Local Economic Development (LED) strategies 
should focus on helping established entrepreneurs 
stay in business for longer
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AlexandraSpending-leakage to competing shopping areas will be reduced 
by improving shopping infrastructure in Alexandra 

Constraint: Spending Leaks to 
Competing Shopping Malls

Create a clean, safe shopping precinct in the Pan 
Africa triangle

� The Pan Africa area is the main retail hub in Alex; it hosts 
a large share of the node’s businesses, and provides 
employment for many people

� It has the potential to achieve annual sales of R250 
million1 in the medium term, given the right merchandise 
mix and a cleaner retail environment 

� In order for this to happen, facilities such as toilets and 
parking areas need to built; and squatters and illegal 
inhabitants in the area need to be relocated

Develop commercial infrastructure in Alexandra; 
malls are being built for this purpose

� The R100 million, 20,000m2 Alex Plaza shopping centre is 
being developed in the Pan Africa triangle; it will be 
located close to local and “long haul” taxi ranks

� The Tsutsumani Mall, partly owned by the Alexandra 
Chamber of Commerce, is also under construction

Note: 1Estimate taken from the Alexandra Retail Survey, 2002  
Source: Business Day Online News Article (Wilson, February 2006) 

With all the new gross lettable area 
(GLA) coming on stream, there is a 

growing risk of oversupply
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Assessment of the retail market in Alexandra

Locally owned 
businesses

National chains / 
brands

Available potential fully 
captured

Available potential not 
captured

Clothing and 
apparel

Both the formal and the informal sector 
sell a large quantity and variety of 
clothing and apparel

Most of the popular national brands 
operate in or near Alexandra

Hardware There is little evidence of local 
hardware stores operating in Alex

National brand hardware is not active 
in the market

Petrol and 
automotive

Some small tyre operators and 
backyard mechanics exist

A number of petrol stations are found 
in the area

Small retail, e.g. 
flowers, gifts, 
stationery

Some hawkers and informal 
businesses may be found selling this 
type of good

There is little representation of small 
trading activity, but with questionable 
viability

Furniture and 
durables

Little evidence of small stores exists, 
although some local furniture 
production is taking place

Most national furniture stores are 
present in and around Alex, including 
Protea, Morkels, Joshua Doore, Bears

General groceries
A variety of Spaza shops and hawkers 
are found throughout Alexandra

Freedom and Spar are located within 
Alexandra; there is a Pick ‘n Pay in the 
Bramley Shopping Centre

Entertainment
Local taverns are active in the market 
and a theatre is currently being built in 
the M1 hostel

There are few national restaurant 
chains; there is a cinema in Alex

Source:  Monitor interviews
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AlexandraEvaluation sheet: Commercial activities 
Is Alexandra a good place for business people to invest in? 

AttractivenessCommentCriterion

–

+

–

–

Many national brands attract spending, 
especially in grocery and clothing retail

There are several opportunities in the market 
with good potential

Community is very poor, low disposable income

Market is intensively served

National brands attract 
spending in area

Remaining opportunities in the 
market

The income of the community

The extent of competition

Business 
opportunity

+Governance is goodGovernance 

–Crime rates are high but may be improvingLevels of crimeGeneral 
environment

+

+

0

–

Main commercial precinct is easily accessible 
and close to a transport hub

The new malls will be clean and high quality

Most commercially developed land is occupied; 
two new shopping malls are being developed

Limited zoned land is available for commercial 
development

Commercial space integration 
into town planning

Quality of commercial space

Availability of commercial 
space  

Availability of commercially 
zoned land for development

Infrastructure

–

+

+

Much spending leaves the area, particularly as 
competing shopping centres are so close

Commercial centres are easily accessible

Density levels are extremely high

Distance to city and amount of 
spending out of the area

Accessibility (public transport) 

Density levels
The spatial 
concentration 
of spending
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Alexandra poverty node

z Research process

z Overview

z Themes

– Residential life

– Commercial activity

– City linkages

z Summary

z Appendix

Linking the nodes to cities’ economies

z Physical linkages

z Virtual linkages
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Introduction

QuestionQuestionQuestion

Core issuesCore issuesCore issues

What would diminish economic and social marginalisation for AlexWhat would diminish economic and social marginalisation for Alexandra to andra to 
become a place in which members of the working class would want become a place in which members of the working class would want to live?to live?

The following issues are likely to matter most:
z Better access to employment prospects
z Better access to training
z Other factors:

– Better access to capital for home loans or to start 
businesses

– Better social and political integration into the life of the city

Is Alexandra better integrated into the circuits of the economy of Johannesburg?
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Alexandra is located in the middle of the country’s economic core

Alexandra

Alexandra

Few townships in 
the country are as 

well located as 
Alexandra

Source:  ARP, Physical Development Framework, 2002

Alexandra is the hub of a sub-
regional hub bounded by 

Johannesburg’s CBD, Midrand’s 
CBD and OR Tambo International 

Airport

Alexandra is the hub of a sub-
regional hub bounded by 

Johannesburg’s CBD, Midrand’s 
CBD and OR Tambo International 

Airport
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AlexandraThe long-term vision for Alexandra is to be fully integrated into 
a thriving development area, by filling in the existing road network

Source:  ARP, Physical Development Framework, 2002
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AlexandraProgress has been made in forging the physical links between 
Alexandra and the surrounding sub-region

Location of Gautrain’s
Marlboro station

London RoadWatt Avenue

Marlb
oro Driv

e 
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AlexandraThe Gautrain’s Marlboro station will link Alexandra to the CBD 
and should increase the value of land in the area 

z The Gautrain rail network will link the Johannesburg CBD to 
Pretoria and OR Tambo Airport

z Apart from these three anchor stations, seven other stations 
are planned, including one at Marlboro, which will connect 
the township to the rest of Johannesburg and will be an 
important means of public transport to and from Pretoria and 
the city

z However, the Gautrain’s two key target segments are 
existing motorists and airport passengers – neither of which 
apply to the majority of the Alexandra population

Marlboro Dr.
Marlboro Dr.

Far East Bank

Alexandra

Source: Gautrain website

Physical linkagesPhysical linkages

Property valuesProperty values
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z Over time, proximity to Gautrain stations will increase 
property values because:

– People using the train will want to live nearby

– Increased footfall, caused by pedestrian activity near the 
station, will drive local economic activity

Alexandra
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AlexandraIndustrial and commercial activity around Alexandra is 
booming, with potential positive effects on the township

Source:  Alex Urban Development Framework, 2002, Monitor interviews

Wynberg
Industrial

Eastgate
Industrial

Frankenwald Linbro
Business 

Park

Linbro

Longmeadow

Alexandra

Development to the 
east of the N3 is 
being driven by 
growth in logistics, 
IT and other 
sectors, as well as 
the prospect of the
construction of a
Gautrain station in 
Marlboro

Growth in Sandton is 
overflowing into
Wynberg and is 
translating into 
construction / 
renovation, as well as 
increasing rents

Gautrain

Part of the reason for the growth in areas surrounding Alexandra is that improved 
conditions in the township have made the sub-region more attractive

Sandton

Economic conditions around Alexandra are excellent
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AlexandraAlexandra’s physical integration into the economy is 
being managed effectively

Physical linkages between Johannesburg and Alexandra are improving quickly, 
but more could be done to improve virtual linkages

Alexandra is located in the middle of the country’s economic core

Alexandra

Alexandra

Few townships in 
the country can be 
as well located as 

Alexandra is

Source:  ARP, ‘Physical Development Framework’, 2002

Alexandra is the hub of a sub-
regional hub bounded by 

Johannesburg’s CBD, Midrand’s
CBD and Johannesburg 

International airport

Alexandra is the hub of a sub-
regional hub bounded by 

Johannesburg’s CBD, Midrand’s
CBD and Johannesburg 

International airport

The long-term vision for Alexandra sees it as fully integrated into a thriving 
development area, by filling in the existing road network

Source:  ARP, ‘Physical Development Framework’, 2002

Progress has been made in forging the physical links between Alexandra 
and the surrounding sub-region

Location of Gautrain’s
Marlboro station

London RoadWatt Avenue

Marlb
oro Driv

e 

The Gautrain’s Marlboro station will link Alexandra to the city and should 
increase the value of land in the area substantially

� The Gautrain rail network will link the Johannesburg CBD to 
Pretoria and OR Tambo Airport

� Apart from these three anchor stations, seven other stations 
are planned, including one at Marlboro which will connect the 
township to the rest of Johannesburg and will be an 
important means of public transport to and from Pretoria and 
the city

� However, the Gautrain’s two key target segments are 
existing motorists and airport passengers – neither of which 
really apply to the majority of the Alexandra population

Marlboro Dr.
Marlboro Dr.

Far East Bank

Alexandra

Marlboro Dr.
Marlboro Dr.

Far East Bank

Alexandra

Source:  Gautrain website

Physical LinkagesPhysical Linkages

Property ValuesProperty Values
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n � Over time, proximity to Gautrain stations will increase 

property values because:

– People using the train will want to live nearby

– Increased footfall, caused by pedestrian activity near the 
station will drive local economic activity

AlexandraAlexandra
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AlexandraAlexandra faces continued challenges in integrating its 
residents into the circuits of Johannesburg’s economy
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Availability of housing
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Employment opportunities

Skills development
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Std of secondary education

Reliability of electricity

Number of schools

Roads

Std of primary education

Street cleaning

Water supply

Removal of rubbish

Apart from the state of housing, 
the areas in which Alexandra’s 
residents have seen the least 
improvement relate to job 
opportunities and skills 
development
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AlexandraImproving virtual linkages should focus on ensuring that 
residents take advantage of Johannesburg’s economic opportunities

Directing training to take 
advantage of local job 

opportunities

Directing training to take 
advantage of local job 

opportunities

Facilitating procurement 
from Alexandra’s 

businesses

Facilitating procurement 
from Alexandra’s 

businesses

Focus should fall on training that is appropriate to the needs of the sub-region’s economy, 
and on supplying goods and services to businesses in the area

z Efforts should be made to ensure that 
businesses in surrounding areas like
Wynberg and Sandton source goods and 
services from Alexandra
– In many cases, this will require 

purchasers of goods and services to 
make an effort to help suppliers build their 
businesses

z Training in Alexandra should focus on skills 
which can be applied in Johannesburg’s 
growth sectors
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Note: Weighting of Attractiveness Criteria: 35% GGP Growth (1990-1999), 35% Employment Growth (1996-1999), 20% Contribution to GGP/Employment,          
10% Multiplier Effect; Weighting of Competitiveness Criteria: 50% Export Propensity, 50% Productivity Growth/Index

Source:  IDC Sectoral Prospects 1998, National Productivity Institute, Econometrix, WEFA and Monitor analysis
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The economic sectors in which people should be trained include finance and business 
services, retail / wholesale, transport and communication and construction 

Performance of Johannesburg’s Major Economic Sectors

Training in Alexandra should focus on skills which can be 
applied in Johannesburg’s growth sectors  
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Other Community & Social Services

Mining & Quarrying

Public Administration

Business Services

Accommodation & Catering

Retail / Wholesale

Transport & Communication

Agriculture & Forestry

Health

Education
Financial Services

Construction

= 50 000 persons employed
Source:  Introye

 The economic sectors in which 
people should be skilled include 
financial services, business 
services, retail / wholesale and 
construction 
– Training in construction through 

the building of RDP houses has 
already generated a flow of new 
employment for residents of 
Alexandra

– Business process outsourcing, 
especially call centre work, may 
be the simplest set of skills to 
generate 

 The economic sectors in which 
people should be skilled include 
financial services, business 
services, retail / wholesale and 
construction 
– Training in construction through 

the building of RDP houses has 
already generated a flow of new 
employment for residents of 
Alexandra

– Business process outsourcing, 
especially call centre work, may 
be the simplest set of skills to 
generate 

Businesses would employ Alexandra residents if they had relevant skills   

Spatial map of economic sectors in Johannesburg
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AlexandraThe ARP’s cluster strategy seeks to increase commercial links 
between Alexandra’s residents and the Johannesburg economy

Motor services and transportMotor services and transport ConstructionConstruction Tourism / Catering / HospitalityTourism / Catering / Hospitality

Clusters are sets of complementary activities that enable overall growth; they include 
inputs, downstream activities, side-stream linkages or supportive institutions

Source:  ARP Economic Development Strategy, 2002 

 Cluster activities include 
supplying and distributing car 
parts in Alexandra and wider 
Johannesburg, trade testing for 
local mechanics, and building a 
workforce of people in the auto 
services sector 

 The aim is for the members of 
this workforce to get jobs in the 
wider labour market 

 One of the ARP’s goals is to 
relocate Alex mechanics into 
nearby business areas in order 
to integrate them into the sector 
as a whole

 Other components of the cluster 
strategy includes sending 
candidates on apprenticeship 
programmes
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 The programme aims to create
a workforce trained in the low-
cost housing programme but 
able to move into the wider 
market

 The programme seeks to build 
successful construction 
businesses 

 Cluster initiatives include:

– Establishing a building 
materials hub and 
warehousing facility 

– Opening a tender advice 
office, and providing 
mentorship support and 
training to contractors 

– Seeking to ensure access 
through public sector 
procurement processes
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 Cluster initiatives include:

– Establishing a building 
materials hub and 
warehousing facility 

– Opening a tender advice 
office, and providing 
mentorship support and 
training to contractors 

– Seeking to ensure access 
through public sector 
procurement processes

 Alexandra’s central location and 
heritage create opportunities in 
the tourism and leisure space

 The Alex Tourism Association is 
in the process of creating
business linkages to Sandton
and plans to benefit from the 
inflow of tourists that will be 
drawn to South Africa for the 
2010 World Cup

 A theatre is currently being built 
in the M1 hostel, and should 
contribute to tourism in the area, 
however, there is still a need for 
cinemas, restaurants and 
conference facilities in Alex

 Alexandra’s central location and 
heritage create opportunities in 
the tourism and leisure space

 The Alex Tourism Association is 
in the process of creating
business linkages to Sandton
and plans to benefit from the 
inflow of tourists that will be 
drawn to South Africa for the 
2010 World Cup

 A theatre is currently being built 
in the M1 hostel, and should 
contribute to tourism in the area, 
however, there is still a need for 
cinemas, restaurants and 
conference facilities in Alex
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AlexandraEfforts to secure procurement contracts for businesses in 
Alexandra from the surrounding areas need to be fast-tracked

Although businesses around Alexandra are prospering, these businesses do not procure 
goods and services from businesses in Alexandra

Goods and services that 
businesses in Alexandra could 

already supply …

Goods and services that Goods and services that 
businesses in Alexandra could businesses in Alexandra could 

already supply already supply ……

General labour services

 Cleaning, windows, gardening / 
landscaping

 Local deliveries
More specialised services

 Security services

 Plumbing

 Construction / building 
maintenance

 Concierge-type services such as 
dry-cleaning

… and the obstacles that must 
be overcome in order to 

achieve this

…… and the obstacles that must and the obstacles that must 
be overcome in order to be overcome in order to 

achieve thisachieve this

 Inadequate imagination, as well as 
marketing / networks on the part of 
Alexandra’s business community

 Doubts about immediate and, in 
particular, continued delivery when 
contracting with emerging 
businesses

 Concerns, based on perceptions 
about crime / criminals in 
Alexandra, that contracting with 
Alexandra’s residents might 
compromise security

To overcome these challenges, an intensive programme of business partnership 
facilitation should be developed
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AlexandraOpening access to corporate clients requires networking
and business support 

Creating access for 
Alexandra’s business
Creating access for 

Alexandra’s business

Creating trust and 
building capacity for 

delivery

Creating trust and 
building capacity for 

delivery

z Developing a business register / business broking service for 
marketing Alexandra’s business people

z Creating networking opportunities such as “speed dating”
evenings, dinners, expos, etc

z Trust will emerge from long-term relationships, but these require 
commitment from both sides:
– Alexandra’s business community is relatively inexperienced 

at servicing the needs of corporate SA and may require 
coaching and mentorship from their clients

– Creating / using institutions that specialise in business 
support, e.g. The Business Place which has just opened an 
office in Alexandra, to institutionalise these relationships may 
help facilitate long-term partnerships of this kind

Mutually beneficial, long-term business relationships are possible, but require the 
commitment of time and energy (as well as money)
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–

–

Better access 
to employment 
prospects

Evaluation sheet: City linkages 
Is Alexandra better integrated into the circuits of the economy of Joburg? 

–

AttractivenessCommentCriterion

No such preference exists either in public or 
private sectors

Preferential job selection and 
training 

+

Little is being done to facilitate the use of 
Alexandra’s businesses outside Alex

Already good

Business incubation 

Transport links

Better access 
to training

o

AttractivenessCommentCriterion

No such preference exists in public or private 
spheres

Preferential job selection and 
training 

+

Outside businesses would have to commit to 
helping Alex's businesses deal with deficiencies

Already good

Business incubation 

Transport links
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 Understanding the Alexandra poverty node

 Potential sources of economic growth – Short 
term

 Potential sources of economic growth – Long term
 Assessment of current activities

 What needs to be done now?

Alexandra poverty node

z Research process

z Overview

z Themes

– Residential life

– Commercial activity

– City linkages

z Summary

z Appendix
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Understanding the Alexandra poverty node

 Well located
 Dense

 Problems with 
tenure in Old Alex

 New developments 
are avoiding the 
problems of past

 Need for more rental 
accommodation

 Vibrant commercial 
activity, limited by 
poverty

 Need for better 
quality commercial 
infrastructure

 Good physical 
linkages

 Better virtual 
linkages are needed

Key observations from Alexandra

Node 
overview

Node 
overview

Residential 
life

Residential 
life

Commercial 
activity

Commercial 
activity

City 
linkages

City 
linkages

Key characteristics 
of node

� Alex is the best located township in the country and there is 
enormous pressure on its limited land due to high demand

� Old Alex is an extremely dense, low-rise township, largely as a 
result of a history of poor urban planning

� Residential density is much lower in East Bank and the area 
developing in a more orderly fashion

� Despite enormous demand, the housing market in Old Alex is 
compromised by the fact that no-one has unambiguous formal 
tenure, leading to overcrowding on land without formal landlords

� There is a large appetite for rental accommodation because as 
many as half of residents do not regard Alex as their primary home

� New developments need to create rental options

� Residential densities mean that there is a relatively vibrant and 
diverse commercial sector in Alex, limited by residents’ poverty

� The proximity of other commercial districts, combined with the 
higher quality of their infrastructure, leads to spending leakages

� Better quality commercial infrastructure is coming on stream in 
Alexandra, but may be reaching saturation point

� Alexandra is the best located township in SA, being in the heart of 
an area with a fast-growing economy

� Its physical linkages with these areas is good and improving

� More needs to be done to develop “virtual” linkages such as 
developing partnerships between Alexandra’s businesses and 
those in the surrounding areas, and offering appropriate training
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Potential sources of economic growth – Short term

Economic growth of individual household in Alexandra

Increase income? Decrease cost?

Provide 
job

Increase 
quality of job

External 
to node

Within 
the node

Housing Food Transport Other

x x x% x%

Skills Other

Where to focus?

Estimate of cost 
structure of individual 
household in node

� Various growth 
sectors in region 
including 
commerce, BPO, 
construction, 
auto-sector

� Construction and 
commerce

� Building 
commercial links 
between 
Alexandra’s 
businesses and 
those in the sub-
region

� Skills training for 
growing sub-
regional 
economy

� Business skills 
development

� Continued 
building of low-
cost housing

� Provision of 
affordable rental 
accommodation
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Potential sources of economic growth – Long term

Where to focus?

Economic growth of individual household in Alexandra

Increase income? Decrease cost?

Provide 
job

Increase 
quality of job

External 
to node

Within 
the node

Housing Food Transport Other

x% x% x% x%

Skills other

Estimate of cost 
structure of individual 
household in node

� Ensure 
continued growth 
in sub-region, 
piggy-backed on 
Gautrain

� Commerce, 
leisure and 
tourism 
development

� Improving 
primary and 
secondary 
education

� Skills 
development for 
sub-regional 
economy

� Business skills 
development

� Developing new 
housing 
offerings, 
including 
franchised rental

Key Focus 
Area

Not a 
Focus Area
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AlexandraSummary
Assessment of current activities

Key observations from Alexandra

What is being done?What is being done?

� Development is focusing on building housing, especially in the East Bank, with a view to dedensifying Old Alex by prioritising relocating 
people in strategic areas

� Developments of new housing structures with new tenure options are ongoing

� Investment in the stadium, a theatre and other public infrastructure (e.g. a police station and court) is improving the functionality of the 
area

� Although there is a desire to resolve some of the tenure problems in Old Alex, progress in this very difficult area is slow

Strategic choice

Do more of 
the same

Do different things; 
do things differently

� The ARP is focusing on what can be done within the constraints 
of the area

� In the long-term, it may be felt that the difficulties of resolving 
tenure issues will put a brake on development

Source: Monitor analysis  
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AlexandraSummary
What needs to be done now?

Key observations from Alexandra

Solutions to constraints / Investment opportunitiesSolutions to constraints / Investment opportunities

 Focusing on business upgrading through forging partnerships with businesses in the surrounding area, while also
encouraging formalisation, may improve the business environment

 Moving swiftly on tenure issues will help unlock Alexandra’s potential

 Developing the franchised landlord model, as well as the other housing stock and tenure options which the ARP 
has developed, offers the prospect of real improvements to the area

Requires involvement of
key stakeholders

� Urban Renewal Programme

� Municipal and Provincial Government

� Department of Housing and Local Development (DHLG), 
Johannesburg’s planning and housing officials

� Community leaders and the local people

� Private sector: potential developers 

� South African Revenue Service (SARS)
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Alexandra

Alexandra poverty node

z Research process

z Overview

z Themes

– Residential life

– Commercial activity

– City linkages

z Summary

z Appendix

 Key stakeholders

 Key documents

 Additional materials
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AlexandraAppendix 
Key stakeholders, actors, information carriers

GovernmentGovernmentGovernment Private sector / 
Business

Private sector / Private sector / 
BusinessBusiness Local peopleLocal peopleLocal peoplePublic sectorPublic sectorPublic sector NGOsNGOsNGOs otherotherother

Julian Basckin 
(Head of ARP)

= have appointment
= have met = key person, suggest to 

involve in future discussions

Darleen Louw 
(LED, ARP)

Michael Sachs
(Head: Planning, 

Gauteng)

Natalie Morton 
(The Business 

Place)

Dr Miriam Altman
(HSRC)

Karien 
Engelbrecht

(former ARP)

Pieter Vorster
(ARP)

David Gardener
(Consultant on 
housing issues) 

Sheni Medani 
(Market 

Decisions)

Joe Manana (Alex
Chamber of 
Commerce)

Connie Motshumi 
(Business 

Leadership, SA)

Patrick (Pat’s 
Granite Works)

Zama 
(Khambule’s 

Corner)
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Key documentation

TitleTitleTitle

City of Johannesburg IDP Review

Author / 
Org.

Author / Author / 
Org.Org. YearYearYear

CoJ 2005/06 x

Main issues coveredMain issues coveredMain issues covered

Key development planning document for the city 
of Johannesburg; includes strategies and 

projects

Alexandra Benchmark Survey ARP 2005 xContains key, up-to-date statistics on Alexandra

Greater Alexandra Business Audit Kayamandi 
Consulting 2002 xInformation and statistics on Alexandra 

businesses, both formal and informal

Alexandra Retail Survey Market 
Decisions 2002 x

Overview of the commercial sector, in particular 
the retail sector, includes assessment of 
whether or not to build a new mall in Alex 

Various Alexandra Renewal Programme 
(ARP) documents ARP 2002-2006 x

Cabinet Lekgotla Report for Alexandra 2006 xKey demographics, brief overview of social 
issues and challenges faced by the area

Results of survey into housing in Alexandra Finmark 2004 xHousing issues

tick if on file
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Alexandra’s tenure rights are an unsolvable mess

Tenure rights have been apportioned and re-apportioned so many times, and in so many 
different forms, an irresolvable mess has developed

Because tenure is so uncertain, no-one can buy up land in Old Alex in order to 
put up medium- or high-rise rental buildings

1,000 erven, 1905

6,500 erven, 1913

Owners certificates, 
5(1)a and 5(1)b 
residential permits and 
Accommodation permits, 
1963
New township planning, 
post-1994

 Alexandra township was proclaimed in 1905, with 
+/- 2,300 erven sold to African and coloured 
residents

 Shortly after this, a new township plan was 
approved, with 6,500 erven

 No compensation appears to have been paid to the 
original owners

 By the late 1950s there were an estimated 80,000 
to 100,000 people living in Alexandra, and the 
apartheid government, seeking to control the influx, 
dished out owner’s certificates, two different kinds 
of residential permits and an accommodation 
permit, each of which created some form of tenure 
for thousands of people

 Many others who failed to qualify for any of these 
permits were relocated to Tembisa and Soweto, 
only to return shortly afterwards

 The 1980s saw increased migration to Alexandra, 
with the community welcoming new residents as it 
strengthened their hands in conflict with the State

 In the late 1980s and early 1990s, conflict around 
the M1 hostel led to the invasion of homes in 
blocks around the hostel
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AlexandraIf tenure is not regularised through a formal process, then it 
may be regularised only as a result of a serious crisis

Prospects for addressing the tenure challenges in an orderly manner are modest, and
regularisation (if it happens at all) may eventually happen only as a result of a serious crisis

Orderly tenure regularisation would involve: Regularisation might emerge from a crisis:

 Ensuring that all those with tenure rights to all 
6,000 erven are identified and their claims are 
assessed

 Determining whose claim to ownership is 
strongest and adjudicating between parties 
where multiple claims are lodged

 Paying compensation to those whose rights are 
genuine, but which are in conflict with others’
rights 

 Adjusting the town plan to reflect the boundaries 
agreed upon during adjudications

A similar process was initiated in the
ARP’s early years, but the associated 
difficulties, and the conflict generated, 

resulted in it grinding to a standstill

 A health crisis in Alex might require the razing of 
existing structures and its rebuilding in a more 
orderly / planned fashion

 A determined political push to re-engineer the 
urban form and sell off the land, might lead to 
forced relocations, as happened during 
Operation Murambatsvina in Harare, as a result 
of:
– Political upheavals in Alexandra
– A developer-motivated desire with sufficient 

political clout to unlock the value of the land 
on which Alex is built

Regularisation in this manner would be 
economically, socially and politically 

costly
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Photos
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Pan Africa

z The Pan Africa area is 
overcrowded and congested

z Most of the property in the area 
is already owned by the present 
tenants

z Many of the hawkers are owned 
by and used as channels for 
formal stores; while they appear 
informal, they are actually selling 
formal store’s produce on the 
streets

z The area contains residential 
tenants who are erratically and 
often inconveniently located

z Squatters are located in the area 
and along London Road

Pan Africa is the trade hub of Alexandra; it hosts hundreds of formal and informal businesses 
and provides many job opportunities in the community

Source: Alex Benchmark Survey, 2005, ARP; Greater Alexandra LED Business Audit, 2002; Alexandra Retail Survey, 2002  

General characteristicsGeneral characteristics Positive featuresPositive features Negative featuresNegative features

z Pan Africa is the trade hub of 
Alexandra; it is host to 
hundreds of informal 
businesses and formal 
establishments

z Over two-thirds of the firms 
located in the area are involved 
in the retailing sector

z This location currently provides 
over 3,000 job opportunities, 
largely within the formal sector 

z Pan Africa is the most 
frequented retail node for 
Alexandra residents, with 
approximately 60% purchasing 
their monthly groceries in the 
area, 20% purchasing clothing, 
18% furniture, 4% restaurants, 
3% doing banking and 41% 
purchasing toiletries

z The site is the entry point 
for any visitor coming into 
Alex from the western side 
of the township, starting at 
Louis Botha Road

z It is the main transport node 
into and out of Alexandra 
and contains taxi ranks and 
bus stops

z Due to its central location 
and its proximity to a public 
transport hub, it 
experiences high density 
and therefore attains 
extremely high footfall

z The Alex Plaza Mall is 
being built in the Pan Africa 
area
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Pan Africa (Continued)

It is crucial that the retail hub of Pan Africa becomes a clean, safe shopping precinct

Note: Estimate taken from the Alexandra Retail Survey, 2002  
Source: Alex Benchmark Survey, 2005, ARP; Greater Alexandra LED Business Audit, 2002

 Pan Africa has the potential to achieve annual sales 
of R250 million1 in the medium term, given the right 
merchandise mix and a cleaner retail environment 

 The retail outflow to competing shopping malls 
should be limited:
– The Alex Plaza Mall should contain a varied mix 

of tenants and anchor stores
– Facilities such as toilets and parking should be 

located in Pan Africa

 An ordered retail structure needs to be 
implemented, particularly in the informal sector, so 
that stores of a similar nature are grouped together

 Some of the stalls should be encouraged to move 
into the Alex Plaza Mall once it is built in order to 
minimise congestion

 Squatters and illegal inhabitants of the area need to 
be relocated to other sites

 In order to limit overcrowding, new premises would 
have to be built above existing ones to 
accommodate more retailers

 Alternatively, nearby residential property should be 
repurchased to create more commercial space 

RecommendationsRecommendations
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Opportunities in the commercial sector in Alexandra

� Companies that wish to be situated 
near the Sandton Business District 
will start to overflow into areas 
around Alexandra, including 
Marlboro and Wynberg

� Companies that wish to be situated 
near the Sandton Business District 
will start to overflow into areas 
around Alexandra, including 
Marlboro and Wynberg

� The area in and around Kramerville 
already contains several home decor 
and furniture stores; there is a need for 
more of these businesses to cater to 
the booming construction industry

� Alex residents could be employed in 
warehouses and stores that 
manufacture and sell fabric, upholstery 
and furniture 

� The area in and around Kramerville 
already contains several home decor 
and furniture stores; there is a need for 
more of these businesses to cater to 
the booming construction industry

� Alex residents could be employed in 
warehouses and stores that 
manufacture and sell fabric, upholstery 
and furniture 

� There is demand for a large, 
established retailer such as Pick ‘n 
Pay in the Pan Africa area

� The nearest Pick ‘n Pay to 
Alexandra is currently in the 
Bramley Gardens Shopping Centre

� There is demand for a large, 
established retailer such as Pick ‘n 
Pay in the Pan Africa area

� The nearest Pick ‘n Pay to 
Alexandra is currently in the 
Bramley Gardens Shopping Centre

� Many formal and informal traders 
have stated that they need storage 
space and warehouses

� In high-density areas such as Pan 
Africa, people may be required to 
build upward to create storage 
space for stock 

� Many formal and informal traders 
have stated that they need storage 
space and warehouses

� In high-density areas such as Pan 
Africa, people may be required to 
build upward to create storage 
space for stock 

� There is a lack of theatres, 
restaurants and cinemas in 
Alexandra

� A theatre is currently being built in 
the M2 hostel in Old Alex 

� There is a lack of theatres, 
restaurants and cinemas in 
Alexandra

� A theatre is currently being built in 
the M2 hostel in Old Alex 

� There is a need for more banks, 
lenders, insurance companies and 
legal and professional services in 
order to service the numerous new 
and emerging businesses 

� There is a need for more banks, 
lenders, insurance companies and 
legal and professional services in 
order to service the numerous new 
and emerging businesses 

Source:  Monitor interviews; Alexandra Retail Survey, 2002  

River Park

Home / Décor / Furniture 
manufacturing hub

Head offices

Pick ’n Pay – Pan Africa

Entertainment

Storage and warehousing

� There is great potential for historical, cultural and heritage tourism in Alexandra

� Tourism infrastructure needs to be developed to create a high quality tourism experience for local and 
international tourists wishing to experience township life

� It is important that Alexandra residents benefit from tourism in the area; community members should be 
trained as tour guides and employed in the development and maintenance of tourism attractions

� There is great potential for historical, cultural and heritage tourism in Alexandra

� Tourism infrastructure needs to be developed to create a high quality tourism experience for local and 
international tourists wishing to experience township life

� It is important that Alexandra residents benefit from tourism in the area; community members should be 
trained as tour guides and employed in the development and maintenance of tourism attractions

Tourism

� Hardware stores such as 
Cashbuild or Mica could benefit 
from the construction boom in 
Alexandra

� Hardware stores such as 
Cashbuild or Mica could benefit 
from the construction boom in 
Alexandra

Hardware stores

Old Alex

Business services

East Bank


